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Abstract—We introduce compact certificate schemes, which allow any party to take a large number of signatures on a message $M$, by many signers of different weights, and compress them to a much shorter certificate. This certificate convinces the verifiers that signers with sufficient total weight signed $M$, even though the verifier will not see—let alone verify—all of the signatures. Thus, for example, a compact certificate can be used to prove that parties who jointly have a sufficient total account balance have attested to a given block in a blockchain.

After defining compact certificates, we demonstrate an efficient compact certificate scheme. We then show how to implement such a scheme in a decentralized setting over an unreliable network and in the presence of adversarial parties who wish to disrupt certificate creation. Our evaluation shows that compact certificates are 50–280× smaller and 300–4000× cheaper to verify than a natural baseline approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

Suppose many people wish to attest to having witnessed an important event. They could each sign an attestation message $M$ that has the relevant information about the event. The resulting collection of signatures will constitute a certificate of this event. This certificate, however, will be quite large and will take a long time to verify. Our goal is to reduce the size and verification time by combining multiple signatures into a single compact certificate. Moreover, we want to ensure that, even though each attester has a signing public key, the verifier will need access only to a small subset of these keys.

We generalize the above problem in two ways. First, we wish to go beyond public keys and signatures to any NP statements and their witnesses (provided as attestations); signatures are then just a special case, with each NP statement comprising a public key and the message $M$. Second, our attestors are not all equal; rather, they have assigned weights. Our goal is to show that attestors with sufficient total weight have provided witnesses to their corresponding NP statements.

Our first contribution is to define compact certificate schemes in terms of their functionality and security in Section III. Crucially, our definition ensures that the verifiers never need to receive or store a linear amount of information: they need neither all the NP statements nor all the weights, but only a commitment to this information.

We then construct the first ever compact certificate scheme in Section IV. Using our scheme, anyone in possession of the signatures (more generally, NP witnesses) can reduce the size of the attestations and the verification time from linear to logarithmic in the total number of public keys (more generally, NP statements). We prove the security of our scheme in Section V-A and analyze its concrete security parameters in Section V-B.

Compact certificates do not assume that all attestors have provided their attestations. Some of the attestors may not have witnessed the event, or may be off-line or dishonest. A compact certificate can be formed as long as any set of attestors with sufficient weight have provided correct attestations.

After defining and constructing compact certificates, we consider their use in situations when some attestors are honest and some are adversarial. We consider two possible security goals in such situations, both assuming some bound on the fraction of adversarial attestors. The first, easier to achieve, goal, is to produce a compact certificate guaranteeing that at least one honest attester testified to a given statement. However, even honest attestors may have different views of what actually happened. Thus, the second, more difficult, goal, is to produce an incontrovertible certificate, i.e., to produce a compact certificate guaranteeing that a majority of honest attestors testified to the statement (and thus, if honest attestors are assumed not to contradict themselves, it is computationally infeasible to produce an incontrovertible certificate for a contradictory statement, because any contradictory statement would get only a minority of attestors). We analyze these goals in Section VI.

A. Performance Evaluation

We implement our compact certificate scheme and evaluate its performance experimentally in Section VII. For one million attestors and 128-bit security, the cost of creating the certificate (excluding the cost of verifying the attestations themselves) is about 6 seconds. Certificate size ranges from 120 kBytes to 650 kBytes and verification cost ranges from 9 msec to 72 msec, depending on the fraction of cooperating attestors. Compared to the naïve approach of retrieving and verifying a large fraction of all attestors’ signatures, compact certificates are roughly 50–280× smaller and take roughly 300–4000× less time to verify.

B. Blockchain Application

We also explore a specific application of compact certificates: certifying a recent state in a blockchain that uses stake-weighted voting (e.g., [13, 37, 38, 56]). The correctness of a typical blockchain is difficult to verify for someone who
is not participating in real time; the verifier must start with the genesis block and proceed forward one block at a time, checking that each block was properly added according to the rules of the specific blockchain. Instead, using a compact certificate scheme, we can have blockchain participants sign a recent block after it has been decided upon, and collect the signatures to form a compact certificate for this block. The weight of a signer, in this case, could be the signer’s account balance or stake in the blockchain. This process is meant to supplement, not supplant, existing block consensus mechanisms; thus, we can choose to have it performed only for every Nth block for some N.

Assuming the adversary controls less total stake than the weight of the signers proven by the compact certificate, the verifier can be assured that the block was signed by at least one honest participant and is thus correct. To determine the stake, the verifier could use some pre-specified earlier block—for example, the most recent block that has a compact certificate. This would allow much faster verification of the whole blockchain, starting from the genesis block, because one would need to verify only a 1/N fraction of blocks, and each block verification would use less CPU time and bandwidth, because of the compact certificate attesting to its correctness.

The blockchain application presents additional challenges beyond the construction of the compact certificate in a standalone, centralized setting. A design needs to address how frequently to certify blocks, how to determine who will collect the signatures, how to determine if enough signatures have been collected, how the signatures will be retransmitted in case of network errors, and how retransmission will stop without creating vulnerabilities to denial of service of attacks. We address these challenges in Section VIII.

C. Related Work

Signatures: Aggregate signatures (which compress signatures of multiple signers on different messages) [1, 22, 23, 54, 55, 72, 79], multisignatures (which compress signatures of multiple signers on the same message) [4–6, 18, 21, 25, 30, 32, 43, 44, 59, 62, 65, 71, 74, 80, 82], threshold signatures (which allow multiple signers to coordinate producing a single signature) [18, 21, 29, 39–42, 50–53, 64, 70, 85, 87] and designs that combine their aspects (e.g., [2, 66]) can help reduce signature size. However, all these approaches require considerably more coordination than compact certificates.

First, consider aggregate signatures and multisignatures. These schemes require special-purpose designs, in contrast to compact certificates, which work with any underlying signature scheme (and, more generally, with any NP statement). Moreover, the verifier of aggregate signatures and multisignatures needs to know all the public keys that participated in the signing process, making sublinear-size certificates and/or sublinear-time verification impossible.

Threshold signatures apply secure multi-party computation to key generation and signing, and thus in principle work with any signature scheme. In contrast to compact certificates, however, they require the signers to coordinate (exchange messages) during key generation and, depending on the scheme, also during computation. Moreover, a compact certificate scheme can be used regardless of the number of attestors who participated, while in a threshold signature scheme, the minimum required number of signers is set at key generation time and cannot be arbitrarily changed.

Finally, we emphasize that a compact certificate scheme is designed to handle attestors of varying weights—a feature generally not present in the aforementioned signature schemes. And, of course, compact certificates can handle any NP statement, not just a signature verification predicate.

Succinct arguments: Several lines of work on succinct non-interactive arguments of knowledge (SNARKs) [3, 8, 9, 11, 12, 16, 17, 24, 34–36, 47–49, 58, 73, 83, 90, 91] allow a prover to construct a short proof for any NP statement. In principle a SNARK could be used to generate a compact certificate, in essence by proving a statement that verifies some or all attestors’ signatures. In practice, the cost of using this approach for a large number of attestors is prohibitive: for commonly used SNARKs, 10 ms is a conservative estimate for the cost of proving validity of one attestor’s signature [81, §4.4 and Fig. 3], meaning that constructing a compact certificate for one million users would take well over an hour. Under the same conditions, our scheme’s proving cost is about 6 seconds (§VII).

A better approach is to combine SNARKs and compact certificates: rather than proving validity of attestors’ signatures directly, prove knowledge of a valid compact certificate. This approach would reduce the SNARK’s proving costs by orders of magnitude (because the compact certificate verifier only checks a small number of attestors’ signatures) while potentially reducing certificate size and verification cost. We leave evaluating this approach to future work.

II. Background

We assume familiarity with Merkle trees [75] and the cryptographic modeling of hash functions as random oracles [7]. All hash functions used in this paper—including those used to build a Merkle tree—will be modeled as random oracles (a reader interested in a detailed formalization of Merkle trees built with random oracles may see [10, §2.2 and §3.1]). We will denote the output length of a hash function by λ.

A. Vector Commitments

Vector commitments (introduced in [31, 68]) provide a way to commit to a list of values and then efficiently reveal only a subset of those values. These commitments are binding, but not hiding. Note that vector commitments with the properties listed below can be provided by Merkle trees [75] (see Appendix A), by algebraic techniques [19, 28, 31, 33, 57, 63, 67, 68, 88, 89], or by polynomial commitments (introduced in [60]; see, e.g., [20, 27] for an overview) adapted to vectors per [57, Appx. C].

Vector Commitment Functionality: A vector commitment consists of three algorithms: Commit(A) takes a list A of values and produces a short output C; ComProve(i, A) produces a proof π_i; and ComVerify(C, i, v, π_i) outputs T (“true” or
“accept”) if \( A[i] = \nu \) and \( C \) and \( \pi \) were correctly produced via Commit and ComProve, respectively. Since there is no hiding property, we assume these algorithms are deterministic.

**Vector Commitment Security:** In our application, we need vector commitment security to hold only when the committer is trusted (which is a weaker security goal than when \( C \) can be computed adversarially). We thus assume that (under appropriate cryptographic assumptions) vector commitments provide the following security property: if \( C \) was produced correctly via Commit(\( A \)) for some \( A \), then no adversary running in time \( t \) on input \( A \) has probability greater than \( \text{Insec}^\text{com}(t) \) of outputting \((i,\nu,\pi^*_i)\) such \( A[i] \neq \nu \) but \( \text{ComVerify}(C,i,\nu,\pi^*_i) = T \).

**B. Non-interactive random oracle proofs of knowledge**

As defined in [10, §2.3], a non-interactive random oracle proof of knowledge (NIROPK) consists of two algorithms, a prover \( P \) and a verifier \( V \), which both have access to the same oracle \( \rho : \{0,1\}^n \rightarrow \{0,1\}^\lambda \), chosen uniformly at random. Let \( R \) be an NP relation with inputs \( x \) and witnesses \( w \). The functionality of a NIROPK is as follows: \( P(\pi,w) \) outputs a proof \( \pi \) and \( V(\pi,x) \) outputs \( T \) (“true” or “accept”) or \( F \) (“false” or “reject”).

The security notion is that of a proof of knowledge. It is defined by introducing a probabilistic polynomial time knowledge extractor algorithm \( E \) who extracts witnesses from an adversarial prover \( P \). Extractor \( E \) is allowed to run \( P \) only as a black box (denoted \( E^P \)), but may respond to random oracle queries of \( P \) however \( E \) chooses (i.e., to “program” the random oracle).

**Definition 1 ([10]).** A pair \((P,V)\) is a NIROPK with knowledge error \( e \) for \( R \) if it satisfies the following:

- **Completeness:** if \((\pi,w) \in R\), then \( V(\pi,P(\pi,w)) = T \).

- **Proof of knowledge:** there exists a knowledge extractor \( E \) such that, for any \( \pi \) and adversary \( P \) who with probability \( \delta \) (computed over the random choice of \( \rho \)) outputs \( \pi \) acceptable to \( V(\pi,x) \), \( E^P \) produces \( w \) such that \((\pi,w) \in R\) with probability at least \( \delta - e \).

**III. Defining Compact Certificate Schemes**

In this section, we define the syntax and security of compact certificates schemes. Our definition is inspired by the definition of a NIROPK system (Section II-B). We will, however, change how the verifier obtains inputs (in contrast to NIROPK, some inputs will be provided committed, and some will be provided by the prover).

Let \( R^{\text{com cert}} \) be an NP relation with two-part inputs \((\text{input,globalinput})\) and witnesses \text{witness} (for example, for the signatures application describe in §I, \text{input} is an attester’s public key, \text{globalinput} is the message all the attestors sign, and \text{witness} is the attester’s signature). By definition of NP relations, there is a polynomial-time algorithm that checks if \((\text{input,globalinput}, \text{witness}) \in R^{\text{com cert}}\) (for example, verifies the signatures).

An attester is a pair \((\text{input},\text{weight})\); let \text{attesters} be the list of all potential attestors.

A compact certificate scheme for \( R^{\text{com cert}} \) has two participants, a prover \( P \) and a verifier \( V \), who both have access to the same oracle \( \rho : \{0,1\}^n \rightarrow \{0,1\}^\lambda \), chosen uniformly at random. We assume \( P \) knows the list \text{attesters}, and \( V \) knows the vector commitment \( C_{\text{attesters}} = \text{Commit(\text{attesters})} \).

Let \text{witnesses} be a list of the same length as \text{attesters}; for some (but possibly not all) \( i \), \((\text{attesters}[i].\text{input},\text{globalinput}),\text{witnesses}[i] \in R^{\text{com cert}} \). Such \( i \) are called valid. Let \text{provenWeight} be a number.

We will say that the tuple
\[
(\text{attesters},\text{globalinput},\text{witnesses},\text{provenWeight})
\]

is sufficiently weighty if
\[
\sum_{i \text{ is valid}} \text{attesters}[i].\text{weight} > \text{provenWeight}.
\]

Given such a sufficiently weighty tuple, \( P \) produces a certificate \( \text{cert} \). On input \((\text{attesters},\text{globalinput},\text{provenWeight},\text{cert}) \), \( V \) outputs \( T \) (“true” or “accept”) or \( F \) (“false” or “reject”), to indicate whether it can confirm that the tuple is indeed sufficiently weighty. Note that \( V \) assumes that \( C_{\text{attesters}} \) was correctly generated as a vector commitment to \text{attesters}; its remaining inputs may be adversarial.

**Definition 2.** A pair \((P,V)\) constitutes a compact certificate scheme with knowledge error \( e \) if it satisfies the following:

- **Compact Completeness.** If \( x \in (\text{attesters},\text{globalinput},\text{witnesses},\text{provenWeight}) \)
  is sufficiently weighty, then for \( \text{cert} = P(x) \) and \( C_{\text{attesters}} = \text{Commit(\text{attesters})} \),
  \( V(C_{\text{attesters}},\text{globalinput},\text{provenWeight},\text{cert}) = T \).

Moreover, the length of \( \text{cert} \) depends at most polylogarithmically on the length of the \text{attesters} list.

- **Proof of Knowledge.** There exists a knowledge extractor \( E \) (as defined in Section II-B) such that, for any \((\text{attesters},\text{globalinput},\text{provenWeight})\), for \( C_{\text{attesters}} = \text{Commit(\text{attesters})} \), and for any adversary \( P \) who with probability \( \delta \) (computed over the random choice of \( \rho \)) outputs \( \text{cert} \) such that
  \( V(C_{\text{attesters}},\text{globalinput},\text{provenWeight},\text{cert}) = T \),
  \( E^P \) produces \text{witnesses} such that
  \((\text{attesters},\text{globalinput},\text{witnesses},\text{provenWeight})\)
  is sufficiently weighty, with probability at least \( \delta - e \).

The knowledge error may be a function of the hash function output length \( \lambda \) and the adversarial running time and number of random oracle queries.

Note that multiple witnesses for a single entry in the \text{attesters} list (e.g., multiple signatures by the same signer) will not count multiple times, because the definition of sufficiently weighty given above counts the weight of each attester at most once.
IV. Our compact certificate scheme $P_{\text{compcert}}$

We now give a concrete instantiation of a compact certificate scheme (Section III), which we call $P_{\text{compcert}}$. For concreteness and ease of exposition, we will describe our scheme for the language of digital signatures. That is, input is a public key, attestors is a list of pairs (pk, weight), globalInput is a message $M$, witness is a signature of pk on $M$, and the compact certificate establishes that the prover knows a sufficiently weighty set of signatures on $M$. The case of other NP languages is the same, mutatis mutandis.

The first idea of our scheme is to use techniques due to Kilian [61] and Micali [76, 77]. In contrast to the CS Proofs approach, which puts elements of a probabilistically checkable proof in the leaves of a Merkle tree, in our scheme the prover will associate each element of attestors (and the corresponding signature, if known) with a leaf in a Merkle tree. Applying a hash function (modeled as a random oracle) to the root of this tree, the prover will determine which leaves to reveal. The certificate cert will consist of the Merkle tree root, the revealed leaves with their authenticating paths in the Merkle tree (to convey the relevant signatures to the verifier), and vector commitment proofs produced by ComProve to convey the relevant public keys and weights.

This idea is insufficient by itself, however: we have not described how the hash function picks which leaves to reveal. The problem with picking leaves at random is that there could be many low-weight leaves, and revealing those will do little to convince the verifier; revealing leaves without signatures is also unhelpful. The key ingredient of our scheme is a mechanism for choosing which leaves to reveal that chooses among only the attestors that produced signatures and in proportion to their relative weight. Importantly, this mechanism has very low cost and cannot be gamed by the adversary.

At a high level, this mechanism works as follows. Let signedWeight represent the total weight of all attestors who contribute an attestation. We will partition the range from 0 to signedWeight into subranges; there will be one subrange for each contributing attestor, with the length corresponding to the attestor’s weight. The endpoints of each participating attestor’s subrange will be committed in the corresponding Merkle leaf; subranges for attestors who contribute no signature will be empty. The hash function, when applied to the Merkle root, will determine a point in the range from 0 to signedWeight, and the prover will have to reveal the leaf whose subrange contains that point. Given sufficiently many such reveals, the verifier will be convinced, with high certainty, that a large fraction of the range is covered by valid leaves, because each random choice made by the hash function falls into a covered subrange. This implies (by the security of the Merkle tree) that the prover must know signatures for attestors corresponding to a large fraction of signedWeight.

A surprising feature of this approach is that the verifier does not need to check the correctness of the subranges claimed by the prover—only that each individual revealed subrange is of the correct length and equal to the weight of its attestor (and, of course, that the attestor’s signature is valid). An adversarial prover can arrange subranges however it pleases; in particular, making subranges overlap only makes the adversary’s life harder, because it becomes more difficult to cover the entire range given the valid signatures in the adversary’s possession.

We are now ready to proceed with the details of the protocol. We will assume HashRange outputs (nearly) uniform values between 0 and range, excluding range itself (formally, we need to have a fresh random oracle for each value of range, which can be accomplished by encoding range unambiguously into the hash’s input). We will assume that $\mathbf{V}$ wants to achieve knowledge error approximately $2^{-k}$ for some $k$, and that the adversary runs in time at most $\tau$ and makes at most $Q = 2^q$ random oracle queries. These parameters determine how many Merkle leaves cert will contain (see Section V-B).

A. $\mathbf{P}$: Creating the certificate

A prover $\mathbf{P}$ who wishes to prove that elements of attestors with total weight at least provenWeight have signed a message $M$ runs the following algorithm:

1) Set signersList to empty and signedWeight to 0.

2) Obtain signatures of attestors until signedWeight $> \text{provenWeight}$, where signedWeight is computed as described immediately below.

For each signature obtained,

- Find the location $i$ of the attestor who created it in the attestors list and verify that $i \notin \text{signersList}$ (otherwise reject this signature as a duplicate and continue).

- Verify the signature under attestors[i].pk (this is done to prevent a denial of service attack, in which a bad signature could cause the prover to create an invalid certificate—see §VIII-A). If verification succeeds, set

$$\text{signedWeight} = \text{signedWeight} + \text{attestors[i].weight}$$

and add $i$ to signersList. Otherwise, reject this signature.

For reasons discussed below, higher signedWeight will result in a smaller compact certificate, so it’s good to obtain more. In fact, as discussed in Section IV-B, some verifiers may choose to reject certificates that are too long, in which case the prover will need to increase signedWeight (by obtaining more signatures).

3) Initialize a list sigs having the same length as attestors. Each entry in sigs consists of a triple $(\text{sig}, L, R)$, which is computed as follows. For each $i$ starting with 0, first set

$$\text{sigs}[i].L = \text{sigs}[i-1].R$$

(with the base case sigs[0].L = 0). Next, if $i$ is in signersList, set

$$\text{sigs}[i].R = \text{sigs}[i].L + \text{attestors[i].weight}$$

and let sigs[i].sig be the signature on $M$ under attestors[i].pk that the prover obtained in the previous step. Otherwise, set sigs[i].R = sigs[i].L and leave sigs[i].sig empty.
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In addition, we define (but do not store)
\[ \text{sigs}[i].\text{weight} \stackrel{\text{def}}{=} \text{sigs}[i].R - \text{sigs}[i].L. \]

Notice that the R value of the last entry in \text{sigs} will be equal to \text{signedWeight}.

4) Compute Root\text{sigs} as the Merkle root of \text{sigs} as the Merkle tree whose leaves are the entries of \text{sigs}.

5) Create a function IntToInd that allows efficient lookups from a value coin, such that \( 0 \leq \text{coin} < \text{signedWeight} \), to the unique index \( i \) such that \( \text{sigs}[i].L \leq \text{coin} < \text{sigs}[i].R \). (Note that this function can be easily implemented via a binary search on the L values of the \text{sigs} array.) We will denote such \( i \) via \text{IntToInd}(\text{coin}).

6) Create a map \( T \) as follows. First, define
\[ \text{numReveals} = \left\lceil \frac{k + q}{\log_2(\text{signedWeight}/\text{provenWeight})} \right\rceil. \tag{1} \]

Then, for \( j \in \{0, 1, \ldots, \text{numReveals} - 1\} \), let
\[ \text{Hin}_j = (j, \text{Root}_\text{sigs}, \text{provenWeight}, M, \text{Cattestors}), \]
\[ \text{coin}_j = \text{Hash}_{\text{signedWeight}}(\text{Hin}_j), \] and
\[ i_j = \text{IntToInd}(\text{coin}_j). \]

If \( T[i_j] \) is not yet defined, define \( T[i_j] \) to consist of the four-tuple \( (s, \pi_s, p, \pi_p) \) containing:
- the tuple \( s = \text{sigs}[i_j] \) (without the R value),
- the Merkle authenticating path \( \pi_s \) to the \( i_j \)th leaf,
- \( p = \text{attestors}[i_j] \), and
- \( \pi_p = \text{ComProve}(i_j, \text{attestors}). \)

The resulting compact certificate \text{cert} consists of \text{Root}_\text{sigs}, \text{signedWeight}, and the map \( T \), which has at most \text{numReveals} entries, but will have fewer if different iterations of Step 6 select the same \( i \) value (see Figure 7, Section VII).

B. \( \exists \mathcal{V} : \text{Verifying the certificate} \)

The verifier \( \exists \mathcal{V} \) knows \( C_{\text{attestors}} = \text{Commit}(\text{attestors}) \), and receives the message \( M \), the value \text{provenWeight}, and the compact certificate \text{cert} consisting of \text{Root}_\text{sigs}, \text{signedWeight}, and a map \( T \) with up to \text{numReveals} entries, each containing the four-tuple \( (s, \pi_s, p, \pi_p) \), where \text{numReveals} is defined in Equation (1) (Section IV-A).

If \text{signedWeight} \leq \text{provenWeight}, then \( \exists \mathcal{V} \) outputs False. (\( \exists \mathcal{V} \) may choose to require a higher \text{signedWeight} in order to avoid having to verify certificates that are too long, for example, to protect itself against having to do too much work; this may also be accomplished simply by limiting the maximum size of the map \( T \) that \( \exists \mathcal{V} \) will accept.) Otherwise, for each entry \( i \) such that \( T[i] \) is defined as \((s, \pi_s, p, \pi_p)\), \( \exists \mathcal{V} \) performs the following steps to validate it:
- check that \( \pi_s \) is the correct authenticating path for the \( i \)th leaf value \( s \) with respect to \text{Root}_\text{sigs}:
- check that \( \text{ComVerify}(C_{\text{attestors}}-i, p, \pi_p) = T \); and
- check that \( s.\text{sig} \) is a valid signature on \( M \) under \( p.pk \).

If any of the above checks fails, \( \exists \mathcal{V} \) outputs False. Otherwise, for \( j \in \{0, 1, \ldots, \text{numReveals} - 1\} \), \( \exists \mathcal{V} \) computes
\[ \text{Hin}_j = (j, \text{Root}_\text{sigs}, \text{provenWeight}, M, \text{Cattestors}) \] and
\[ \text{coin}_j = \text{Hash}_{\text{signedWeight}}(\text{Hin}_j). \]
then checks that there exists \( i \) such that \( T[i] \) is defined and is equal to \((s, \pi_s, p, \pi_p)\) with \( s.L \leq \text{coin}_j < s.L + \text{p.weight} \). If no such \( i \) exists, then \( \exists \mathcal{V} \) outputs False.

If all of the above checks pass, then \( \exists \mathcal{V} \) outputs True. Otherwise, \( \exists \mathcal{V} \) outputs False.

C. \text{Optimizations}

- To save space and reduce the cost of computing \text{Root}_\text{sigs}, the entry \text{sigs}[i] may be left entirely empty for \( i \notin \text{signersList} \), and the R value of each entry in \text{sigs} need not be stored (since it equals the L value of the next entry).

- Computing \text{numReveals} precisely in the prover and verifier algorithms requires high-precision arithmetic, which may be slow and difficult to implement. Instead, we propose (in Appendix B) and implement (in Section VII) an approximate calculation of \text{numReveals}.

- Combining multiple Merkle paths into a single subtree will save bandwidth, because of overlapping entries. Moreover, because higher-weight entries in the \text{sigs} and \text{attestors} lists are more likely to be revealed, sorting \text{attestors} by weight before committing to it will likely provide more overlap in Merkle paths and thus will reduce the total proof size. We implement this optimization in Section VII.

- Aggregatable vector commitments (see [57] and references therein) allow one to combine multiple proofs \( \pi_p \) into one, reducing the size of the certificate (we do not implement this optimization, because it comes at a considerable computational cost; instead, we use a Merkle tree for \( C_{\text{attestors}} \)).

V. Security

In this section, we first prove security of the \text{P}_{\text{compcert}} scheme given in Section IV, and then discuss concrete parameter choices.

A. Security Proof

The noninteractive protocol \text{P}_{\text{compcert}} defined in Section IV is essentially the result of applying Merkle Trees [75] and the Fiat-Shamir [45] transform (similarly to Micaili’s CS Proofs [77]) to the interactive protocol \text{P}_{\text{interactive}} described in Figure 1. Security intuition is provided by Lemma 1. The rest is technicalities.

\textbf{Theorem 1.} The protocol \text{P}_{\text{compcert}} is a compact certificate system with knowledge error
\[ e < Q \cdot \left( \frac{\text{provenWeight}}{\text{signedWeight}} \right)^{\text{numReveals}} + \frac{1}{2} \cdot \frac{Q^2}{2^t} + \text{Insec}^\text{com}(t), \]
where \( \lambda \) is the output length of the hash function used in the Merkle tree, \( Q = 2^q \) is the number of random oracle queries made by the adversary, \( t \) is the running time of the adversary, and \( \text{Insec}^{\text{com}}(t) \) is the insecurity of the vector commitment used to produce \( C_{\text{attestors}} \) (Section II-A).

**Proof.** First, consider the following relation \( R \) of pairs. Let an instance \( \pi = (\text{attestors}, M, \text{provenWeight}) \). For a list of signatures \( w, \) the pair \( (\pi, w) \in R \) if and only if \((\text{attestors}, M, w, \text{provenWeight}) \) is sufficiently weighty (Section III).

We first study a (rather inefficient) Interactive Oracle Proof (IOP) \( P_{\text{interactive}} \) for this relation \( R \), in which the common input \( \pi \), the prover will prove knowledge of \( w \) such that \((\pi, w) \in R \). An IOP [10, §4] is an interactive proof that is best viewed as a multi-round analogue of a Probabilistically Checkable Proof (PCP): a prover and a verifier exchange messages, but the verifier reads only a small (randomly chosen) portion of each verifier message. In our case, the prover messages are simply uniformly random coins, and thus the protocol is public-coin.

**Lemma 1.** The protocol \( P_{\text{interactive}} \) (Figure 1) is a public-coin interactive oracle proof of knowledge (as defined in [10, §4.2]) for \( R \) with knowledge error \( e = (\text{provenWeight}/\text{signedWeight})^{\text{numReveals}} \).

**Proof.** Completeness is self-evident, and all that we need to show is the proof of knowledge property. Indeed, to extract \( w \), simply remove the \( L \) field from every entry of \( w \) and output the result. It remains to show that if the verifier accepts with probability \( \epsilon \), then the resulting \((\pi, w) \in R \) (i.e., the total weight of valid signatures is at least \( \text{provenWeight} \)) with probability at least \( \epsilon - e \).

\(^1\)For easier analysis in terms of \( Q \), we assume, without loss of generality, that the adversary always runs the verification algorithm on the proof it outputs, making the necessary random oracle queries in the process.

Consider \( w \) sent by the prover in the first message. The prover can lie about the \( L \) values of some (or all) elements of \( w \), but not about their weight or the correctness of their signatures. The important feature of the \( L \) values for security is not their correctness, but rather their fixity once the first message is sent by the prover. Fixing \( w \) ensures that the prover can use the validity of \( w \) in response to some \( \text{coin}_{j} \) only if \( w \) is valid on \( M \) under \( \text{attestors} \) for all \( M \) such that \( \text{provenWeight} \) less than \( \text{provenWeight} \). Thus, no matter what \( w \) is set to, the total amount of the range \([0, \text{signedWeight}] \) that \( w \) can cover is limited to \( \text{attestors} \). Therefore, after the first message is sent, if the total weight of attestors whose signatures are valid is less than \( \text{provenWeight} \), then the probability, for each \( j \), that there exists an \( i_j \) for that will satisfy the verifier is less than \( \text{provenWeight}/\text{signedWeight} \). Thus, the probability that the prover will convince the verifier for all \( w \) values of \( \text{coin}_{j} \) is less than \( (\text{provenWeight}/\text{signedWeight})^{\text{numReveals}} = e \).

Therefore, either the prover’s first message makes the knowledge extractor succeed, or the prover has to get very lucky (probability less than \( e \)) with the verifier’s coins. By the union bound, the prover’s success probability is less than that of the knowledge extractor plus \( e \).

We can modify \( P_{\text{interactive}} \) to send the second prove message as a map rather than a list (i.e., in arbitrary order and with duplicates removed, with the verifier figuring out which set element to use for which \( \text{coin}_{j} \)). The analysis remains the same. Let us call this modified protocol \( P'_{\text{interactive}} \).

As shown by [10, Theorem 7.1], the process of applying Merkle Trees (which shorten the first message) together with the Fiat-Shamir transformation (which replaces interaction with random oracles) to a public-coin interactive oracle proof of knowledge results in a NIROPK, and thus the required knowledge extractor per Definition 1 exists (we will analyze its knowledge error shortly).
To analyze \( P_{\text{compcert}} \) is a compact certificate scheme, we need to show the existence of a knowledge extractor according to Definition 2. We can essentially use the knowledge extractor given by [10, Theorem 7.1]. The most salient difference between \( P_{\text{compcert}} \) and the transformation of [10] applied to \( P_{\text{interactive}} \) is that in \( P_{\text{compcert}} \), the verifier does not have all of \( x \). Instead, \textit{attestors} is replaced by \( C_{\text{attestors}} \), and the prover provides only those elements of \( \text{attestors} \) that the verifier needs. Since \( C_{\text{attestors}} \) is trusted (per Section III; from a security point of view, this is equivalent to having \( C_{\text{attestors}} \) computed by the verifier), any prover who convinces the verifier to accept an incorrect element of \( \text{attestors} \) would break the security of the vector commitment; this accounts for the \( \text{Insec}^{\text{com}} \) term in the knowledge error given in Theorem 1.

There are other, minor differences between our transformation from \( P_{\text{interactive}} \) to \( P_{\text{compcert}} \) and the IOP-to-NIROPK transformation of [10, §6]: The differences arise because of the specifics of \( P_{\text{interactive}} \), which enable us to simplify the transformation slightly; these simplifications do not affect the extractor construction in any significant way. A reader unfamiliar with the details of [10, §6] may safely skip this list.

- As a consequence of replacing \( \text{attestors} \) with \( C_{\text{attestors}} \) in the verifier input, the verifier does not hash all of \( x \), but also replaces \( \text{attestors} \) by \( C_{\text{attestors}} \). This has no effect on the security proof.
- The prover's second message, which is short, is sent in the clear rather than Merkle-hashed. This does not decrease security.
- We do not compute hash values that tie together multiple rounds of Merkle roots and verifier randomness, because Merkle hashing is applied only once (so chaining of roots is not needed) and the verifier needs randomness only once. This only simplifies the hash chains that are needed to analyze security.
- We do not have the prover compute the final hash value \( \sigma_k \) of the alleged verifier queries (which any prover can do correctly anyway by expending one more random oracle query); instead, we assume (Footnote 1) that the prover makes at least the same number of oracle queries as the verifier.

To analyze the knowledge error of \( P_{\text{compcert}} \), we will apply the same analysis as in [10, Thm. 7.1]. The analysis shows that if the \( \text{attestors} \) vector is used instead of \( C_{\text{attestors}} \), the knowledge extractor will succeed unless the adversary gets a lucky choice of the sequence \( \{\text{coin}_j\}_{j=0}^{Q-1} \) in one of its \( Q \) queries to Hash (which happens with probability at most

\[
\frac{1}{2}Q^2 / 2^k \leq \frac{1}{2}Q^2 / 2^k + \frac{1}{2}Q^2 / 2^k + \text{Insec}^{\text{com}},
\]

by Lemma 1 and the union bound), or gets a collision of random oracle outputs (which happens with probability at most

\[
\frac{1}{2}Q^2 / 2^k \leq \frac{1}{2}Q^2 / 2^k + \frac{1}{2}Q^2 / 2^k + \text{Insec}^{\text{com}},
\]

2To see why our security loss is slightly better than in [10, Thm. 7.1], note that the reduction fails only in case of hash collision or a hash output guess; guessing is prevented by the assumption in Footnote 1, and hash collisions are overcounted in [10, Claim 7.3], because \( \rho_1 \) and \( \rho_2 \) collisions can be counted separately.
The two scenarios we consider are:

- Proving that at least one honest attestor provided an attestation (this is useful when we can safely assume that there can be no disagreement among honest attestors): parameters worked out in Section VI-A.

- Providing an *incontrovertible* certificate—that is, proving that a majority of honest attestors provided an attestation (this is useful to establish consensus): parameters worked out in Section VI-B.

### A. Parameters for Proving At Least One Honest Attestation

Suppose we can be assured that there is no disagreement among honest attestors. For example, in a blockchain that guarantees no forks (e.g., [38, 56]), honest participants will always agree on the block at a particular height. In that case, the truth can be established by any single honest attestor.

If we let \( f_A \) denote an upper bound on the fraction of the weight controlled by the adversary, then it suffices to prove that the total weight of signers is at least \( \text{provenWeight} = f_A \cdot \text{totalWeight} \), where

\[
\text{totalWeight} = \sum_i \text{attestors}[i].\text{weight},
\]

since this guarantees that at least one of the signers is honest.

The actual \( \text{signedWeight} \) value can vary, depending on the number of attestors who do not submit attestations due to adversarial corruption, lost network connectivity, or other faults. Figure 2 shows \( \text{numReveals} \) values for proving at least one honest attestation (Section VI-A). ‘—’ means that no such value is possible.

If the corrupted fraction is \( x \), then half of honest weight is \( (1 - x)/2 \), and thus it suffices to prove that the total weight of valid attestations is more than \( (1 - x)/2 + x = (1 + x)/2 \). Thus, if \( x < f_A \), then it suffices to prove that total weight of valid attestations is at least \( \text{provenWeight} = (1 + f_A)/2 \). The value \( \text{numReveals} \), as explained above, depends not only on \( \text{provenWeight} \), but also on the actual weight \( \text{signedWeight} \) of attestations that certificate creator collected. As in the previous section, the actual \( \text{signedWeight} \) value can vary. Figure 3 gives examples of \( \text{numReveals} \) values for proving that a majority of honest weight signed \( M \) (Section VI-B). ‘—’ means that no such value is possible.

VII. Performance evaluation

This section empirically answers the following questions about the compact certificate scheme \( P_{	ext{compact}} \) from Section IV.

- How much CPU time is required to create a compact certificate?
- How much CPU time is required to verify a compact certificate?
- What is the size of a compact certificate?

### A. Implementation

To evaluate the performance of compact certificates, we implemented a prototype of the compact certificate scheme described Section IV. The implementation consists of about 1,200 lines of Go code, including 400 lines of code for a Merkle commitment library and 200 lines of code for a deterministic floating-point library that efficiently computes \( \text{numReveals} \) (see Section IV-C and Appendix B). The Merkle tree library aggregates proofs for multiple elements together, by eliding common paths to the root (see Section IV-C). To make this optimization more effective, we sort the elements of the \( \text{attestors} \) array by weight. This ensures that high-weight elements, which appear more often, are clustered together and share more common elements in their path to the root of the tree. We used ed25519 [14, 15] signatures and SHA-512/256 [86] hash implementations fromlibsodium [69].
and we used msgpack [46] to encode compact certificates into a byte sequence.

B. Experimental results

We ran our evaluation on an Intel Xeon Silver 4215R CPU (3.2 GHz) running Linux 5.11 and Go 1.16. Unless otherwise mentioned, we simulated 1 million attestors, each with equal weight, and set the target provenWeight to half of the total weight of all attestors. We set the security parameter \( k + q = 128 \) (Section VI). We ran each experiment 3 times, reporting the median outcome; there was little variance in the results.

To provide a baseline comparison, we also evaluated a naïve scheme where the certificate consists of a set of signatures that add up to provenWeight. Verifying this certificate requires verifying each of the signatures in the certificate.

To measure the time required to create and verify certificates, we performed the following steps:

**Signing messages:** We signed messages on behalf of all attestors. This involves a standard ed25519 signature. This took 21.6 seconds (21.6 \( \mu \)sec per signature); we expect that in a real deployment, this cost would be distributed across many nodes. This time was the same for both compact certificates and naïve certificates.

**Building the certificate:** We built a compact certificate using the resulting signatures, which took 56 seconds. This was dominated by the time to verify all of the signatures (55.4 seconds, or 55.4 \( \mu \)sec per signature, for \( \text{signedWeight} = \text{totalWeight} \)).

3The rest of the time (400 msec) was mostly spent constructing the Merkle tree over the signatures. Notably, the time to generate the certificate is largely independent of signedWeight.

We also measured the time to generate a naïve certificate, which entails checking signatures until the total weight of the checked signatures is at least provenWeight. For \( \text{provenWeight} = \frac{\text{totalWeight}}{2} \), this took 28 seconds (twice as fast as building the compact certificate, since it involves verifying half the number of signatures).

Figure 4 shows the size of the resulting compact certificate, as a function of signedWeight, for varying numbers of attestors. The size is dominated by the size of the Merkle proof for each reveal; a larger number of attestors translates into larger Merkle proofs. The certificate size shrinks with higher signedWeight because the certificate includes fewer reveals. The number of reveals ranges from 930 (for signedWeight at 55% of totalWeight) down to 129 (signedWeight = totalWeight) with 1 million attestors, yielding compact certificates ranging from 650 kBytes to 120 kBytes. In contrast, the size of the naïve certificate for 1 million attestors was 54.9 MBytes (corresponding to 500,000 signatures and public keys), which is roughly 80–450× larger than the compact certificates.

For 10K attestors, the naïve certificate is 540 KBytes (100× fewer signatures), and the compact certificate is 2–3× smaller (shorter Merkle proofs), making the naïve certificate 2–8× larger than the compact certificate. With 100 attestors, the naïve certificate is 5 KBytes, and the compact certificate is 7.5–12 KBytes (1.5–2.2× larger); compact certificates do not provide any savings when the number of attestors is comparable to the number of reveals.

Finally, Figure 5 shows the size of the compact certificate for different values of provenWeight. As provenWeight goes up, the number of reveals in a certificate increases. For example, with signedWeight at 80% of totalWeight, compact certificates have 43, 91, 189, and 457 reveals for provenWeight at 10%, 30%, 50%, and 70% of totalWeight respectively.

**Verifying the certificate:** We verified the resulting compact certificate. Figure 6 shows the time required for verification, ranging from 67 msec (for signedWeight at 55% of totalWeight, with 931 reveals) down to 8.6 msec (for signedWeight = totalWeight, with 129 reveals). The time is dominated by the cost of checking the revealed ed25519 signatures, as seen from the fact that the verification time for 1M attestors is about the same as that for 10K attestors (which has nearly the same number of reveals but shorter Merkle proofs). The verification time for 100 attestors is much lower, because of the lower total number of reveals in the certificate.

In the naïve certificate scheme, the verification time was far higher—28 seconds, the same as the time to build the naïve certificate—corresponding to the time required to verify...
we generated several skewed distributions, based on a skew $s = \frac{\text{totalWeight}}{2}$. The skew distribution was chosen to be easy to model and understand, to illustrate the effect of skew on certificate size, rather than modeling any real-world distribution of weights. Each skewed distribution consisted of 1 million attestors. The first attester had a weight of $2^{44}$, and the weight of each subsequent attester was multiplied by $1 - 10^{-3}$ (rounded up to 1 unit of weight to ensure that all 1 million attestors have non-zero weight).

Figure 7 shows the results. With extremely skewed distributions, the number of distinct reveals (i.e., $|T|$) is low because the same attester is chosen to be revealed multiple times, but appears only once in the resulting certificate (Section IV-A, Step 6). For example, at $s = 4$, there are only 29 distinct reveals even though $\text{numReveals} = 129$. As seen from the graph, at extreme skew levels ($s \leq 2$), the naïve approach of sending the highest-weight signatures is more efficient than a compact certificate. For instance, with $s = 2$, signatures from the top 69 attestors account for half of the total weight.

500,000 signatures. This is roughly 400–3000x slower than checking a compact certificate.

Weight distribution: To evaluate the size of the compact certificate when the distribution of weights is not uniform, we generated several skewed distributions, based on a skew parameter $s$. The skew distribution was chosen to be easy to model and understand, to illustrate the effect of skew on certificate size, rather than modeling any real-world distribution of weights. Each skewed distribution consisted of 1 million attestors. The first attester had a weight of $2^{44}$, and the weight of each subsequent attester was multiplied by $1 - 10^{-3}$ (rounded up to 1 unit of weight to ensure that all 1 million attestors have non-zero weight).

Figure 7 shows the results. With extremely skewed distributions, the number of distinct reveals (i.e., $|T|$) is low because the same attester is chosen to be revealed multiple times, but appears only once in the resulting certificate (Section IV-A, Step 6). For example, at $s = 1$, there are only 29 distinct reveals even though $\text{numReveals} = 129$. As seen from the graph, at extreme skew levels ($s \leq 2$), the naïve approach of sending the highest-weight signatures is more efficient than a compact certificate. For instance, with $s = 2$, signatures from the top 69 attestors account for half of the total weight.

VIII. IMPLEMENTING CERTIFICATE FORMATION IN A DECENTRALIZED SETTING

In this section, we address the problem of constructing a compact certificate in a setting without a single trusted prover and with a somewhat unreliable network. This setting arises naturally in a permissionless blockchain system (e.g., [26, 38, 56, 78, 84]). Specifically, we use the Algorand blockchain4 as an example. We added compact certificates to the Algorand system in order to provide succinct proofs of block validity for parties that are not verifying the blocks in real time. As described in Section I, this approach saves these parties from having to verify the entire blockchain in order to verify a particular block.

In Algorand’s protocol, every block header contains a hash of the previous block header (much like every block chain, so that a block transactively commits to all prior blocks), and a “real-time” consensus protocol is used to agree on each next block. Compact certificates in Algorand certify every $N$th block header, providing an efficient way of authenticating future blocks by jumping forward $N$ blocks at a time. The $N$ parameter is on the order of 128 or more, to amortize the cost of collecting signatures for the compact certificate. Validating a compact certificate for a block header requires a commitment to the participants that are expected to sign that block header. To provide this commitment, every $N$th block header contains a Merkle commitment to the public keys and weights of participants eligible to form the next compact certificate.5

Algorand’s use of compact certificates allows anyone to start from a known valid block header and efficiently validate a future block. To do so requires using previous-block hashes to validate the most recent block header that’s a multiple of $N$ (which will contain a Merkle commitment to the participants), then use compact certificates to jump forward by $N$ block headers at a time, and then use previous-block hashes again to step back to the exact block that needs to be validated. One limitation of this approach is that compact certificates alone cannot be used to validate the most recent $N$ blocks or so. Validating the most recent $N$ blocks would require verifying messages from the “real-time” consensus protocol, which in Algorand’s case requires having access to the account state.

We wish for the construction of a compact certificate to be both reliable and efficient, even if no single certificate creator or attester can be relied upon. The honest and

---

4https://algorand.foundation/
5Participants are weighted by their account balance, which provides a similar stake-weighted guarantee as the “real-time” Algorand consensus protocol.
We thus have to address several challenges that arise due to resource constraints, adversarial nodes, and fault tolerance.

We will use the term node to refer to a computer that participates in the decentralized protocol. In Algorand’s deployment setting, there is a special type of node called a relay. The job of relay nodes is to support the decentralized protocol by relaying messages among all of the participants. A public directory of known relay nodes enables any participant to join the Algorand network protocol. Non-relay nodes typically connect to several relay nodes, but do not connect to one another. We assume that the underlying blockchain system (Algorand) provides a consensus mechanism; we will rely on this mechanism to ensure reliability.

We do not give evaluation results for the design in this section, because those results would depend almost exclusively on the details of the underlying blockchain and network. Algorand’s deployment of compact certificates is in the early stages, and we do not yet have significant data from a real-world deployment.

A. Resource constraints: Collecting signatures

The first challenge in our decentralized setting lies in deciding what nodes will form compact certificates. Constructing a compact certificate requires access to all of the signatures from attestors (the sigs array from Section IV-A), even though the resulting compact certificate is far smaller. This means that any node that forms a compact certificate must receive and store many messages (linear in the number of attestors in the system). Requiring all nodes in a decentralized protocol to play this role would require bandwidth quadratic in the number of attestors, and can be costly if the number of attestors is high.

To avoid this cost, we treat relay nodes specially. Relay nodes are responsible for collecting all signatures that will be used to build the compact certificate, and relaying any signatures they receive to other relay nodes in the system, so that all relay nodes have all of the signatures. Non-relay nodes send their signatures to relay nodes, but do not receive signatures from other nodes. Each node in the system (both relay and non-relay) chooses several relay nodes to which it will send its messages. For relay nodes, this forms a network of relays so that signatures propagate between them in relatively few hops. For non-relay nodes, this ensures that their signatures will be quickly propagated across relay nodes, even if some relay nodes might be faulty.

It is important to choose carefully when to send a signature. All attestors in the system are likely to produce signatures at approximately the same time (e.g., when the next candidate block in a blockchain becomes available); if all nodes immediately send those signatures, the system will be overwhelmed by a spike of messages, many of which will have to be dropped.

To avoid such a bandwidth spike, we de-synchronize the transmission of signatures, by randomizing the time at which signatures are sent. In Algorand’s protocol, we use the round number of the latest block as a proxy for time in this context. Specifically, we choose some window (e.g., the $N/2$ rounds after a multiple-of-$N$ block is decided) to be designated for transmitting signatures. When an attestor signs a message, that attestor’s node chooses a pseudorandom offset within the window at which the signature will be sent.\footnote{A convenient scheme is to choose the offset pseudorandomly based on the public key of the signer.} A relay node that receives a new, previously unseen signature, will immediately send that signature to other relays; this ensures rapid propagation of signatures. A relay nodes that receives a duplicate signature does not relay it.

A significant cost of the compact certificate protocol lies in the verification of the signatures from all attestors prior to the construction of the compact certificate. A natural optimization to consider is to avoid eager verification of these signatures: relay nodes would not bother verifying the signature, and would relay the signature to others as-is. Unfortunately, this optimization is problematic, for the following reason. To prevent an adversary from flooding the network with invalid signatures, relays would need to force verification of signatures once they receive two or more signatures from the same attestor. As a result, while the optimistic case avoids the CPU cost of verifying signatures, it would be relatively easy for an adversary to force relays to verify all signatures anyway, and to increase the bandwidth cost of signatures by relaying fake signatures first. Furthermore, this optimization makes it difficult for a relay node to know when it’s ready to build a compact certificate: the node might start building a compact certificate, only to discover that one of the signatures that it needs to reveal is not valid, requiring it to drop that signature and restart the build. A non-trivial fraction of bad signatures can lead to many such restarts. To avoid the complexity and to achieve more predictable resource consumption, we chose to avoid this optimization.

It is also important to limit the number of attestors that are allowed to contribute signatures to the compact certificate, because otherwise an adversary who can form a large number of attestor identities can force relay nodes to handle and maintain in memory a large number of signatures. This can be addressed by capping the number of attestors for the purposes of compact certificates to some moderate number—say, the top 1 million accounts by weight—as long as all nodes in the system agree on which precise subset of accounts constitutes the set of attestors.

B. Adversarial nodes: When to create a certificate?

In a decentralized setting, there is a tension regarding when to form a compact certificate. On the one hand, it is desirable to form a compact certificate quickly, so that relay nodes can stop maintaining the set of all signatures in memory, attestors can stop re-transmitting their signatures (as we describe in the next subsection), and the compact certificate can be used sooner to convince verifiers. On the other hand, the total weight of all signatures at a relay node grows over time, as more signatures arrive from different attestors. Thus, waiting for more signatures to arrive enables a smaller compact certificate (because a higher signedWeight implies a lower numReveals, per Section V-B).
This tension is exacerbated by the presence of adversarial nodes. In a decentralized setting, any relay node should be able to create a compact certificate; however, if one of those nodes was adversarial, it could create a compact certificate with the lowest acceptable signedWeight (and thus the largest possible numReveals), leading to a larger-than-necessary certificate.

To address this tension, we implement a decaying threshold for signedWeight of an acceptable compact certificate. The threshold decays with time, where time is measured by the round number of the latest block. The creation of the compact certificate can start at the time that corresponds to the end of the window for sending signatures (from the previous section). At that time, the threshold is initialized to totalWeight (i.e., requiring signatures from every attester); the threshold decays linearly towards provenWeight (i.e., the lowest acceptable value for signedWeight) time goes on. At any given time, nodes in the system will accept a compact certificate only if its signedWeight is at least the current threshold value. The decay rate should be gradual enough to allow honest nodes to propose the best compact certificate they can construct, while still allowing the system to make progress (by forming at least some compact certificate) in a reasonable time frame.

In order for the nodes to have a consistent view of the current threshold (and thus have an agreement on whether a compact certificate is acceptable), they must agree on the time (round number) at which a compact certificate appears. In Algorand, a convenient way to ensure that each proposed compact certificate appears at an unambiguous round number is to include the compact certificate (attesting to an earlier block) as part of a (later) block; the compact certificate is then said to appear at the round number of the block that contains it.

C. Fault tolerance: Retransmitting signatures

It is important that compact certificates can be formed even if network or node failures occur during signature collection, as long as a sufficient set of nodes comes back online afterwards. To this end, we follow a simple rule: nodes must durably store their attestors’ signatures until they see that a corresponding compact certificate is durably stored by the system. In a blockchain setting, storing the compact certificate on the blockchain itself provides a convenient way of ensuring the durability of the compact certificate, and thus making it safe to delete the input signatures that would have been necessary for creating the certificate.

Nodes periodically retransmit their stored signatures, so that a compact certificate can be formed even if the signatures were lost when they were first sent over the network. In particular, each node periodically (de-synchronized, just like during the initial sending) sends out all of its stored signatures to the relays to which it is connected. When a relay receives a signature that it already knows, it does not relay this signature immediately; the relay will resend that signature on its own retransmission schedule. On the other hand, when a relay receives a new signature for the first time, it will immediately relay it to other nodes, to ensure timely propagation.

In the common case, we expect that network-level retransmission (e.g., TCP) should ensure reliable message propagation, so the above retransmission plan should not start until after the initial transmission time window plus the decay time. This ensures that, in the common case, signatures for a compact certificate are sent at most once by each node to each of its connected relays.
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APPENDIX B
COMPUTING numReveals EFFICIENTLY

In order to compute the value

\[\text{numReveals} = \left\lceil \frac{k + q}{\log_2(\text{signedWeight}/\text{provenWeight})} \right\rceil\]

(per analysis in Section V-B) while avoiding expensive precise integer arithmetic or imprecise (and not always cross-platform compatible) floating-point arithmetic, we may wish to use approximate multiplication and exponentiation. Approximate multiplication, described below, stores only the most significant bits of intermediate values (“mantissa”) and a second value (“exponent”) representing the number of remaining, not stored, bits. In this section we describe this method of computing numReveals and analyze the error it produces.

Definition and Analysis of Approximate Multiplication and Exponentiation: Suppose we are limited to multiplication of integers less than 2w, where w is a power of 2 (e.g., w = 231 and thus multiplication is limited to 32-bit integers and never produces an answer longer than 64 bits). For a positive integer x, define \([x]_w\) (respectively, \([x]^w\)) as follows: if \(x < 2w\), \([x]_w = [x]^w = x\); else \([x]_w\) (respectively, \([x]^w\)) is equal to \(x\) rounded down (respectively, up) to the nearest multiple of \(2^p\), where \(p\) is the unique integer such that \(w \leq x/2^p < 2w\).

For any \(x\), \([x]_w\) (respectively, \([x]^w\)) can be represented as \(x_m \cdot 2^{x_e}\), where the mantissa \(x_m = [x/2^p]\) (respectively, \([x/2^p]\)) and the exponent \(x_e = p\) (except when \(x \leq 2w\), in which case \(x_m = x\) and \(x_e = 0\), or when rounding up produces \(2w\), in which case \(x_m = w\) and \(x_e = p + 1\)). Thus, multiplying values after \([\cdot]_w\) or \([\cdot]^w\) has been applied involves a multiplication of mantissas (which are less than \(2w\)) and an addition of exponents.

Note that if \(x \geq w\), then by definition of \(p\), \(x/w \geq 2^p\) and thus \((1 - 1/w)x \leq x - 2^p < [x]_w \leq x \leq [x]^w < x + 2^p \leq (1 + 1/w)x\). We thus have, regardless of whether \(x \geq w\) or not,

\[(1 - 1/w)x < [x]_w \leq x \leq [x]^w < (1 + 1/w)x\] .

For any integer \(a\), let \(a^\lceil x\rceil\) (respectively, \(a^{\lfloor x\rfloor}\)) denote the result of starting at 1 and applying \(n\) repititions of multiplying

\[a^\lceil x\rceil = a \cdot a^{\lfloor x\rfloor} \quad \text{and} \quad a^{\lfloor x\rfloor} = a \cdot a^{\lceil x\rceil} \]

APPENDIX A
USING MERKLE TREES UNAMBIGUOUSLY

Merkle trees ensure that there is a unique decommitment for
every leaf position. However, the security goal of the vector
attestors as well as of the Merkle tree with root
Root_sigs, is to ensure that there is a unique decommitment for
every index. This goal can be achieved by ensuring that there
is an unambiguous mapping, enforced by the verifier, between
indices and leaf positions. How to construct this mapping
depends on the tree structure and the verifier’s knowledge. We
suggest the following options.

- The size of the vector should be included as part of the
commitment, and the tree structure should be fixed for any
given size.

- Alternatively, if the tree structure is variable (which
is helpful when the tree is constructed dynamically), but we
can be sure that the commitment is computed by a trusted
party (we make that assumption on Cattestors), then the
data at each leaf can include its index, and the verifier will
check that this index is equal to \(i\).

- Finally, if the tree structure is variable and the commitment
is not trusted, then the mapping from indices to leaf
positions can be provided by another, trusted, commitment,
as long as the verifier checks that this mapping is followed.
Thus, the tree structure for Root_sigs can simply parallel
the structure of the tree that computes Cattestors, and the
verifier will check that the paths in the two trees are the same
for a given index (in addition to verifying that the
index matches in Cattestors, as per the previous item).
the result by $a$ and applying $[\cdot]_w$ (respectively, $[\cdot]^w$) to the result. Formally,

$$a^{z_n} \overset{\text{def}}{=} \left[\ldots \left[ a \cdot a \right]_w \cdot a \right]_w \ldots \cdot a$$

$n$ times

and

$$a^{\bar{z}_n} \overset{\text{def}}{=} \left[\ldots \left( a \cdot a \right)^w \cdot a \right]^w \ldots \cdot a^w$$

$n$ times

To avoid large-number arithmetic when exponentiating, we will first apply $[\cdot]_w$ or $[\cdot]^w$ to a value, and then perform one of the two forms of approximate exponentiation we just defined. To bound the error this method produces, observe that from the above inequality, we have

$$(1 - 1/w)^n a^n < a^{z_n} \leq a^n \leq a^{\bar{z}_n} < (1 + 1/w)^n a^n$$

and therefore

$$(1 - 1/w)^{2n} a^n < (\lceil a \rceil_w)^{z_n} \leq a^n \leq (\lceil a \rceil^w)^{z_n} < (1 + 1/w)^{2n} a^n.$$ 

**Using Approximate Exponentiation to Compute numReveals:** To find numReveals, find the smallest positive integer $n$ (using a simple loop incrementing $n$ by one, multiplying, and rounding) such that

$$2^{k+q} \cdot (\lceil \text{provenWeight} \rceil^w)^{z_n} \leq (\lceil \text{signedWeight} \rceil)_w^{z_n}.$$ 

Set numReveals $= n$.

This method never underestimates numReveals and thus guarantees security at least $k$, because $2^{k+q} \cdot \text{provenWeight}^n \leq 2^{k+q} \cdot (\lceil \text{provenWeight} \rceil^w)^{z_n} \leq (\lceil \text{signedWeight} \rceil)_w^{z_n} \leq \text{signedWeight}^n$ and thus conditions in Section V-B for achieving security parameter $k$ are satisfied.

This method may overestimate numReveals. However,

$$\frac{(\lceil \text{signedWeight} \rceil)_w^{z_n}}{(\lceil \text{provenWeight} \rceil^w)^{z_n}} \approx \frac{\text{signedWeight}^n}{\text{provenWeight}^n} \cdot \frac{(1 - 1/w)^{2n}}{(1 + 1/w)^{2n}} \approx \frac{\text{signedWeight}^n}{(\text{provenWeight}(1 + 4/w))^n}.$$ 

Therefore, the cost of this method is equivalent to the cost of increasing provenWeight by a factor of approximately $(1 + 4/w)$. If we are using 32-bit integers, the cost of this method is less than the cost of increasing provenWeight by two parts per billion.